
Brilliant Briefs & Creative  

Judgment / Feedback

Experian workshop: Micky Denehy



Micky Denehy

• CEO of advertising agencies in London,
Istanbul & Dubai and CMO of Saatchi &
Saatchi EMEA

• Jury chair for the Euro Effies judging for
the last six years

• Founding Principal of EACA International  
Academy of Advertising &  
Communications

• Training Principal for Econsultancy  
Marketing Excellence Training Academy

• An active hockey player – captain
Reading Vets

• Married with two kids (all four in our  
family study/studied Geography at Bristol  
University)



Objective of the  
workshop:

To instil a greater confidence and  
skill in:

Part 1. Writing marketing briefs and  
briefing meetings

Part 2. Assessing creative work &  
feedback



This is not MY  
workshop – it’s  

yours!



Exercise

Creative writing to a  
brief:

In teams, please come up with  
a piece of communication for  
this drink, based on the brief  
you are about to be given.

Each team will present your  
favourite idea to the rest of us,  
and then collectively we will  
vote on the best idea overall.





• Target: Young, active women, 25, who work  

hard, train hard and play hard. Right now they  

run out of energy and need a boost to keep  

getting all they want out of their day/life.

• Insight: The more you put in, the more you get

out (of life).

• Proposition: Go longer.

Turbocharge



• Target: 18-65 adults who drink fizzy drinks.

• Proposition: Orange flavoured (and a lime  

version) fizzy drink that is high in energy, high in  

Vitamin C, high in taste but low in sugar.

• RTB: Verve includes a full dose of the Vemma  

formula and energy-producing nutrients in one  

convenient can. Contents: NutraSweet, Caffeine  

and Vitamin C.

• Mandatory: New rules suggest we should declare  

the sugar content (which is 10.6g/100ml).

High energy, low sugar (with Vit C)



Why is the brief  

important?



It tells people clearly what needs to be  

done



Setting (and  
holding to) high  

standards



A clear brief  
helps manage  

multiple  
stakeholders



Maximising  
potential



What are the most  
common  

challenges you face  
at Experian in  
writing great  

briefs?





Key principles of  
briefs



It’s all about
leverage



It’s a contract

“The brief is the single most important document we produce.
Without it, we are nothing”



“Give me the freedom of a tight brief”



Rubbish in…



There’s no right way of doing the
wrong thing

“If I had one hour to save the world, I would spend the first 55 minutes analysing
the problem, and then 5 minutes on the solution”



Keep it simple.  
Keep it focused.

Keep it single-
minded.

Keep it BRIEF.



“Make it
simple…but not  

simplistic”



Logic, coherence and storytelling

Single Minded Message



Well begun is  
half done



Tight loose…

Proper analysis Strong brief
Best possible  
outcome



Marginal gains  
theory



A brief is a  
means to an  

end. If it’s not  
working…



Time



Finding time is critical



It’s about  
outputs, not  

inputs



Not the best
brief…





H2H



Find the human-
ness within the  

brief



between
emotion and reason is that
emotion leads to action
while reason leads to
conclusions.

Donald B. Calne  
Professor of Neurology  

University of British Columbia

“The essential difference

”
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New Zealand Telecom – Emotion leads to action

New Zealand Telecom



A brief must
inspire! (after
all, you are in
competition!)



Ensure you are  
building a brand  

and not just  
individual  
products



Building consistent long-term image



Distilling the  
information  

down to create  
a great brief



Avoid clichés and  

lingo
Effective  

Ultimate  

Contemporary  

Breakthrough  

Empower  

Dynamic  

Aspirational  

BAU



The briefing meeting is as  

important as the brief

itself

Dialogue always leads  

to better  

understanding

If your briefings are  

inspiring you have  

more chance of getting  

the best talent working  

on your brief



Any questions?



Great briefs  
lead to great  

work



Great briefs lead to great work e.g. Economist

Business Ambition:

• Deliver profitable subscription growth globally (target: 9,000  

subscriptions).

• Help The Economist to return to circulation growth.

Communication Objectives:

• Persuade 650,000 unaware targets to click, read content and join  

our prospect pool to re-target with future marketing activity.

• Shift perceptions of The Economist among a younger audience,  

particularly in terms of consideration, willingness to recommend  

and specific brand attributes (relevance, shareable content).

Insight:

• There is nothing more provocative than the truth.

Single-minded Message:

• The truth – exposed.



Great briefs lead to great work e.g. Economist



Why single minded? Because it leads to great work

e.g. National Australia Bank

Business Ambition and Marketing Opportunity:

• Grow NAB’s year on year main bank customer

base above the market growth rate (6%).

Communication Objectives:

• Establish NAB as different from the other major  

banks.

Insight:

• I do not expect banks to be perfect, but I am  

sick of their endless greed (at the expense of  

the common ‘man’).

Single-minded Message:

• We’re on your side.



Great briefs lead to great work e.g. National Australia Bank



Great briefs lead to great work e.g. Guinness

Brand Purpose:

• To help protect sales in an era of ‘craft beers’ and ‘economy’

brands.

Communication Objectives:

• Develop one consistent global creative platform that:

• Is flexible enough for each market to address their own specific  

objectives and challenges,

• Delivers greater economies of scale for Guinness,

• Delivers the brand fame, cultural traction and creative  

brilliance that Guinness has become known for.

Insight:

• Character is a question of choice and it’s our deeds that reveal

what we’re truly made of.

Single-minded Message:

• Guinness is a bold beer for those who like to make bold

decisions in life.



Great briefs lead to great work



You are a  
gardener of  

creativity – not  
a policeman



Great work  
comes out of  
dialogue at all  

stages



Coffee break



Campaign or Activity  
name:

Brief Owner(s):

Stakeholder(s):

Campaign dates:

Brief date:

BUSINESS CONTEXT

Why are we sending this brief? Set the scene. This should naturally flow into the next heading. It should tell a story. The  

background explains the rationale behind the objective and the bottom line benefit to the business.

MARKETING OBJECTIVES AND KPIS

What is the outcome, in terms of target audience behaviour, that you want to achieve as a result of this activity. What are we  

trying to achieve? This flows from the background. As a result of xxx (the background, we want to...

Be clear and single-minded in the objective. Are we trying to drive traffic, leads, orders, brand awareness? What is the one  

clear objective – not multiple.

SPECIFIC DELIVERABLES

What is/are the key deliverable(s) for this brief – please be specific. Is it a media plan, a creative platform, creative concepts etc.

Example: Deliver a media plan encompassing all recommended digital channels which plan outlining maximum volume we can  

achieve on traffic to the site over a 3-month period.

MEASURE OF SUCCESS – KPIs that the outputs of this brief will be measured against?

What does success look like? Specific here – is there a CPA target? Must be a firm metric that we can measure success/fail  

and make a decision on for future spend.

TARGET AUDIENCE

What do our target audience think, feel, say, do at the moment. Include what is preventing the behaviour you want them to  

exhibit. What should the advertising make the target consumer feel?

Who are we speaking to? Not just data segments – types of people. Describe them so that we can picture them and speak to  

them in their language tailored to their likely preferred style & terminology.

CONSUMER & MARKET INSIGHT

What insight will drive the campaign? What is the truth about the consumer that positioning will be founded on? What are  

competitors doing? (This must be substantiated – is this a real insight or just something we think)

SINGLE MINDED MESSAGE

What is the most important thing about the brand / product that you want consumers to know?

REASONS TO BELIEVE (PROOF POINTS)

What is the most compelling evidence that proves the single-minded message to be true? Try to keep to a maximum of three  

points.

TIMINGS

(Include any key milestones, go live date and campaign duration where applicable)

BUDGETS (incl VAT)

Creative, media production and media spend. Please also confirm who has approved the budget to be committed.

Background Reports and Data – Detail of any supporting docs / information



Communications & Marketing Brief

Working in teams  

on a live brief

Business Context

Marketing Objectives and KPIs  

Specific Deliverables

Measure of Success  

Target Audience

Consumer & Market Insight  

Single Minded Message

Reasons to Believe (Proof Points)

Timings  

Budgets

(Background reports and data)



BUSINESS CONTEXT

Why are we sending this brief? Set the scene. This should naturally flow into the next heading.

It should tell a story.

The background explains the rationale behind the objective and the bottom line benefit to the business.



Setting the context

Remember objectives need to flow from each other

Problem: Business Challenge / Objectives

Opportunity: Communication Objectives

Campaign Objectives



The context / opportunity

✗
POOR EXAMPLE

Get as many people as possible to  
watch the Special Olympics on  

Channel 4 this summer.

✓
GOOD EXAMPLE

People lack interest in watching  
Paralympic sport. We want to

change people’s perceptions of
disabled athletes in order to drive  

viewership.
Make this the biggest event in our  
history and take Paralympic sport  

to another level.
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MARKETING OBJECTIVES AND KPIS

What is the outcome, in terms of target audience behaviour, that you want to achieve as a result of this activity. What are we trying to achieve?  

This flows from the background. As a result of xxx (the background, we wantto...

Be clear and single-minded in the objective. Are we trying to drive traffic, leads, orders, brand awareness? What is the one clear objective – not multiple.

SPECIFIC DELIVERABLES

What is/are the key deliverable(s) for this brief – please be specific. Is it a media plan, a creative platform, creative concepts etc.  

Example: Deliver a media plan encompassing all recommended digital channels which plan outlining maximum volume we can achieve  

on traffic to the site over a 3-month period.

MEASURE OF SUCCESS – KPIs that the outputs of this brief will be measured against?

What does success look like? Specific here – is there a CPA target? Must be a firm metric that we can measure success/fail and make a decision on for futurespend.



Campaign objectives should always evolve  

from the comms planning process

Where are we now?

Where do we want  
to be?

What are we doing to get  
there?

How will we know when
we’ve arrived?



What do they currently

think -> feel -> do?

What do you want them to

think -> feel -> do?

Campaign Objectives i.e. What do we want them to do?



A really useful tool: Task map: Think -> Feel -> Do

What do they currently THINK? What do you want them to THINK?

What do they currently FEEL? What do you want them to FEEL?

What do they currently DO? What do you want them to DO?

Which of the three is the most critical one the campaign needs to focus on shifting

and hence what does the campaign have to do/say or emote to create that shift?



Opportunity: Campaign Objectives

✗
POOR EXAMPLE

Get everyone to watch the Special  
Olympics on Channel 4 this  

summer.

✓
GOOD EXAMPLE

Make people feel even more  
emotionally inspired in Paralympic  

sport and make them want to watch  
Paralympic Olympics on Channel 4  

even more than the normal Olympics.



How will we  

know we have  

arrived?



S.M.A.R.T.
objectives



Measurement and  

KPIs

What are the KPIs that we

will measure the campaign

objectives against?

Think about the measurement  

and research tools available  

within Experian
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TARGET AUDIENCE

What do our target audience think, feel, say, do at the moment. Include what is preventing the behaviour you want them to exhibit.  

What should the advertising make the target consumer feel?

Who are we speaking to? Not just data segments – types of people. Describe them so that we can picture them and speak to them in their

language tailored to their likely preferred style & terminology.

CONSUMER & MARKET INSIGHT

What insight will drive the campaign? What is the truth about the consumer that positioning will be founded on?  

What are competitors doing? (This must be substantiated – is this a real insight or just something we think)



Who do we need to talk to?

How do we define our target audience?

Don’t fall back on dull
demographics

Paint a portrait of your
customer

• Bring them to life

• Make it personal

• Talk to just one person



Understanding your customer’s life



Target Audience

✗
POOR EXAMPLE

Everyone in Britain.

✓
GOOD EXAMPLE

Although ultimately we would like to engage a  
much broader audience, the key audience for this  

campaign are young children, tweens, teens,  
teenagers and their Mums and Dads. Our  
research shows that although they don’t  

appreciate disabled people’s athletic abilities,  
they are less prejudiced and uncomfortable with  

disability than the general public. They are  
therefore more likely to watch the Special  

Olympics and crucially, encourage other less  
open-minded people to do so too.



Insights – getting inside other people’s heads

What is the key insight that drives their current behaviour?



Insight

What do we know about our  

audience that makes this  

campaign relevant to them?

An insight is the bridge  
between the product  
offering and what’s  
important in the  
customer’s life.

It helps us find the angle  
that makes our product  
most relevant and  
motivating to them

A point of personal
connection



Sources of insights

Yourself

Observing people in real  
situations  

(Ethnography)

Creatives
(artists, songwriters, poets,  

comedians etc)

Weird-stuffOutsiders looking  
in

Discussion & debate

Proverbs

Tweets,  
Blogs etc

Data

Research

CultureGet into their
shoes

Fundamental Human Drivers



What is an insight?

“A truth – previously untold”

“A revelation”

“An astonishing disclosure about real people, the brands  

they use or the world they live in”

“A penetrating observation about consumer behaviour”  

“A new point of view that is immediately recognisable”

“An understanding that is clear, (deep) sudden, and  

intuitive”

An insight evokes as well as informs.



“Why is a good insight
like a refrigerator?  
Because the moment you  
look into it, a light comes  
on”

Jeremy Bullmore



A creative’s perspective



• An intersection of ideas, not from a single chain of thought

• Link observations together then try to dig deeper to explain

why those happen

• It takes time and discussion

Insights – The reality is you need to work hard to  
find one



Cesar

A pet is a person in  
animal clothing



Toyota Tacoma – is more than an indestructible truck,

it’s a way of life



Pampers: New parents worry constantly about not  

being a perfect mum or dad



Axe – Regret



Honing an insight



Other great insights from advertising

AA

• The 4th emergency

service

Persil

• Growth comes through

(dirty) play

Snickers

• You are not yourself when

hungry



Insight examples

Brand Insight

Lynx Young men are obsessed with sex and are always looking for ways to make themselves more attractive

Kellogg's Many people find it hard to get started first thing in the morning

British Airways Business people want to feel looked after & arrive well rested in order to achieve their objectives

Johnnie Walker Men want to progress in life

Sheba Adorers see their pets as members of the family and so they deserve treats and luxuries too

Innocent
When you live and work in urban areas, there is something about modern life that conspires against you, so you need  
something that makes it easy to do yourself some good

Pampers New parents worry constantly about not being a perfect mum or dad

Persil It is only when you are free to get dirty that you experience life, develop as a person and fulfil your potential

Ebay Humans are traders by instinct – they love the fun, thrill and excitement of buying and selling goods

Stella Consumers always want more than they have both materially and personally

Orange The world of mobile phones is complicated and confusing and few people see the potential benefits available to them

Tesco Shopping for groceries is a tiresome chore – the whole experience is fraught with hassles and frustrations

Guinness In a world of increasing speed, disconnection & uncertainty young men need to draw on their innate inner strength



How do you know if  
you have a gem of an  
insight?

The four R’s test:

Real?  

Resonate?  

Relevant?  

Reaction?



Key consumer insight

✗
POOR EXAMPLE

They all love sports and in particular they love  
seeing nations competing on the global stage. They  

love to see our men and women battle it out  
amongst the best in the world.

✓
GOOD EXAMPLE

The inspiration of perseverance against adversity.

The universal truth about sports is that in order to get  
to the big stage, you have to sacrifice a lot and you have  

to overcome adversity, pain, failure and self doubt.
People love and respect sports people because they  
love incredible stories of endeavour and the human  

spirit. However, nowhere is this story of human triumph  
greater than with a person who can swim a 100m  

without any limbs.
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SINGLE MINDED MESSAGE

What is the most important thing about the brand / product that you want consumers to know?

REASONS TO BELIEVE (PROOF POINTS)

What is the most compelling evidence that proves the single-minded message to be true? Try to keep to a maximum of three points.



Single minded message: What is the one thing that  

we need to communicate to achieve our objectives?

If the point is sharp, and the arrow is swift, it can  
pierce through the dust no matter how thick

NB. We recall one message seven times more than two

messages



Why single minded? Because five quintillion pieces of  

online content are created every day globally

If you add up every grain of  
sand in the Sahara desert, it is  
less than all the content on the  
web.

One grain is your message.



Finding the ideal SMM often requires a creative leap

Not afraid of saying something really ‘stupid’

Get out of Experian mindset – imagine you are
developing a brief for say Compare the Market?

Feel it. Don’t think it.

A technique for producing ideas:

Gather raw ingredients (go deeper, go wider)  

Stir the ingredients together

Put to one side and let it settle  

Do something else



SMM……What is the  

one thing that we need  

to communicate to  

achieve our objectives?

Always go back to the  

needs of your target  

audience



Single Minded Message

✗
POOR EXAMPLE

40th Paralympics are here!

✓
GOOD EXAMPLE

Winning against the odds.



Single Minded Message

✗
POOR EXAMPLE

40th Paralympics are here!

✓
GOOD EXAMPLE

Winning against the odds.



Reasons to  

believe

What is the most  

compelling  

evidence that  

proves the SMM  

to be true?



Support

(Reasons to believe)

The most compelling  
truths we can draw on  
to substantiate and  
evidence our single-
minded message.

This could be anywhere  
between 3-5 facts  
about our content.
Please keep tight.

Not a long shopping list.



Use the Four Benefit Levels to help tease out the deeper  

reasons to believe

Benefit level 1

Benefit level 2

Benefit level 4

What will that do
for them?

for them?

What will that do  
for them?

What will that do  
for them?

Benefit level 3

What will that do

Feature X

We don’t sell X we sell…



Then select the

sweet spot that

is both relevant

and distinctive



Reasons to believe

✓
GOOD EXAMPLE

• Hannah Cockcroft has cerebral palsy. She had

two heart attacks at birth. She can’t walk and

has problems with balance. She is a wheelchair

racer.

• Gaz Choudry. Born in Pakistan he had his legs  

amputated when he was 10. Moved to the UK

when he was 14. He is a wheelchair rugby player.

• Joe Townsend. A Royal Marines Commando who  

lost both his legs in Afghanistan. Triathlete.

• Ellie Simmonds. She won 2 Olympic Golds at the

Beijing Olympics when she was only 13. She has

Achondroplasia – a common cause of dwarfism.

She is a swimmer.

✗
POOR EXAMPLE

These are the 40th Paralympics.
There are 4,362 athletes from 164 countries competing.

There are 534 events across 20 different sports. The birthplace of the Paralympics is  
Stoke Mandeville – where Jimmy Saville used to be a patron. The events include  

swimming, running, jumping, throwing, wheel chair racing and other sports.
TFL have created special lanes on the streets around London for Paralympic vehicles to

get around more easily. This demonstrates just important they are to the city.  
Britain has 540 athletes competing (To be confirmed – need to double check)  

The events will be hosted at venues all over London / Britain.
Prince Harry is the patron. (To be confirmed – need to double check)

The event has run for x years. The last Paralympics the main sponsor was Mastercard.  
This year it is Visa. The stadium at Stratford took 5 years to build and was over budget  

at £4.5 million. Oscar Pistorious has the world record for 100m at 10.91 seconds.
Stephen Hawkings is an example of an amazing person who has achieved a lot with a

disability. There is a concert to celebrate the Paralympics which features Nicola  
Roberts, Olly Murs, The Wanted, Will Young, Pixie Lott, Dappy, Sugababes, The  

Saturdays, Chipmunk and Taio Cruz. 2.7 million tickets have been sold to this years  
Paralympics making it the biggest ever. The mascots for the Paralympics are Mandevill  
and Wenlock the same as that for the main Olympics event. Interestingly both of them  

only have one eye.
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TIMINGS

(Include any key milestones, go live date and campaign duration whereapplicable)

BUDGETS (incl VAT)

Creative, media production and media spend. Please also confirm who has approved the budget to be committed.

Background Reports and Data – Detail of any supporting docs / information



Background (if required)

• Brief overview of the project.

• What is essential information needed to

help inform the recipient of your brief to

understand the project?



Background

✗
POOR EXAMPLE

In August this year the Special  
Olympics will follow the  

Olympics in London. We have  
rights to the event. It is a big  

event that everyone will want  
to watch if they know about it.

✓
GOOD EXAMPLE

In August the Paralympic Games will follow the  

Olympics in London. This is the biggest moment for  
a disabled athlete’s career. All their life’s efforts and  

sacrifices have been focusing on this moment.
However, the Special Olympics is an event that  

most of the general public just don’t care about.  
Only 14% of the population say they are looking  

forward to the event. As a Public Service  
broadcaster with a mission to change people’s

perceptions, this is a huge moment for us. We need  
to convince people to not just watch this so-called  

“Cinderella event”, we need to get them to give  
disabled the ultimate respect they deserve.



Mandatories

✗
POOR EXAMPLE

Feature exciting clips from previous events.
Must feature Stephen Hawking because  

research shows he is the most well known  
disabled person in Britain and people trust  

him.

✓
GOOD EXAMPLE

Let people know the event
starts August 29th.
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Briefing in

Is this how your briefs get briefed in?



The briefing meeting is as  

important as the brief

itself

Dialogue always leads to  

better understanding

If your briefings are  

inspiring you have more  

chance of getting the best  

talent working on your  

brief



▪ Choose the right place

▪ Invite key people (remember less is  
more)

▪ Do not overwhelm your agencies  
with numerous stakeholders –
“sometimes we feel we are
overwhelmed by an army of clients
at briefings”

▪ Start with the key message

▪ Bring the key SMM ‘alive’ in a
compelling way

▪ Use video/music/images/cultural
references to ground it

▪ Encourage discussion and dialogue

▪ Bring in real customers



How could you make the briefing meeting inspirational?





Summary – The Communications & Marketing brief

Where are we now?

Where do we want  
to be?

What are we doing to get  
there?

How will we know when
we’ve arrived?



Summary

Well begun is half done (so have the debates
now)

The brief is ‘the contract’ with ALL
stakeholders

Be single-minded and focused

Never lose sight of your targets, find the
human-ness within (people and objectives)



Summary

The brief is very important as it determines  
your success and sets the standards

Briefs take time and effort to hone

The brief is the start of the conversation,  
not the end of it - so ensure the briefing is  
properly conducted.

The brief and the work generated from that
brief are greatly improved by lots of talking
– and listening!

Be a gardener, not a policeman



Judging Creative Work and Feeding Back  

Better



My favourite ad



Objective of the second part of the workshop

To help develop skills  

and mind-sets for better  

creative judgment and  

feedback



“Creativity is the last unfair  

advantage”

Bill Bernbach



Team discussion

Why is outstanding  

creativity important for  

Experian?

Think about the Experian vision  

and values.

Think about the competitive

situation at Experian



In your teams, please design a new logo for  

Experian – make it sing out above the competition



Let’s kill this ad



Your role?

“Ideas are not born big. They are made big  

through careful nurturing.

All ideas are born tiny, brittle and easy to  

crush with a flick of a pen or the  

contemptuous rolling of the eyes.

You get zero points for killing an idea - any

moron can do that. But you get top marks

for building an idea...Seeing beyond the

litany of practical problems...to indulge ...

in the imaginary world of “this could be

great”

Robert Senior



Judging work

1. How do you currently  

‘judge’work?

2. What criteria do you use?

Work in teams then feedback





Separate out the ‘idea’ from the execution



Idea execution matrix

EXECUTION☺

EXECUTION

IDEA☺ IDEA



What is ‘an idea’?

1 It’s the ‘soul’ of the execution

2
It’s the core thought that runs  

through ALL the executions

3
Can stretch across time, media

& geography

“A creative transformation  

of the benefit into  

executional elements”



‘Coke helps bring people together’ has

spawned many great executions



Use dialogue and debate to really  

understand the idea



John Lewis

Insight
The gift you give says how much

you really care for the other person

Benefit Wide range of perfect presents

Idea
Capturing the emotional joy  

of giving



Red Bull

Insight
Life is made more vital by daring

adventures that test our potential

Benefit Energy (to live life to the full)

Idea
Developing engaging content  

through sponsoring extreme  

sports and adrenaline-junky stunts



Snickers

Insight
When you are hungry you are not

your normal self.

Benefit Curbs hunger

Idea
Dramatizes in a humorous way  

how people turn into other people  

when hungry.



Exercise: Write the idea for these pieces of  

communication



Interestingly, this execution takes the idea in a  

different direction

Question: should this piece of communication have been approved – or was your ‘idea’

definition wrong?



The anxiety of judging

“Despite our legacy of great  

advertising, I still get butterflies  

when the team turns to me and  

says: “So what do you think?”

Phil Knight

CEO, Nike



Criteria



Judging execution

Gut feel

Brief

Emotion  

(Feelings)

Memorable

(Fame)

Action

Distinctive  

(Fluency)

NB It’s the hand of your target audience



Brief Reacquaint yourself with the brief – What’s the job to be done?

Instinct
What’s your gut feel? – Does the idea grab / excite you? Do you  

like it?

Grasp Have you fully understood the idea? - Ask the agency to explain

Involving
Is the idea meaningful to target consumer? - Will it engage & involve  

them?

Distinctive
Is the idea distinctive & ownable vs. the competition? Is it

campaignable?

Equity
Is it on equity for the brand? – Does it bring the brand benefit &/or

programme hook to life? (Ideally needs to do both)

Action Will it make target consumers think feel or behave differently?

Evaluation - Creative Idea



Benefit Is it clear what’s in it for the consumer?

Engaging

Does the creative have stopping power? - Will it hold attention?

Is it relevant to target consumers?

Is it simple and easy to engage with / understand?

Is it funny / exciting / shocking / dramatic; or just predictable & dull?

Standout

Do the key messages stand out clearly?

Does the creative flow logically & aid recall?

What’s your take out? What one image / message are you left with?

True

Is it true to the brand?  

Is it true to the brief?

Is it true to the creative idea?

Evaluation - Creative Execution



Vauxhall Pyjama mama’s



Ariel India #Share the load



Ariel India #Share the load – New media spaces

Mechanic: TV ad prompting the question, 'Is Laundry only a women’s job?’ This led to national debate. Supported by  

‘His & Her washing instructions, and labels on clothes

Q: How can Experian also be at the forefront of inspiring a change in personal finance culture?



Burger King (Press)



Burger King (Press)



Burger King (Press)



Burger King (Press)



Giving feedback: what are the strategies  

you deploy?



Tips on how to feed back in a way that gets  

actioned
• Brief

• Respect (avoid blame)

• Discussion/Questioning/Listen

• Time (Sleep on it)

• Feedback at objective/strategy level

• Consolidate and focus

• Cruel to be kind

• Feedback on the feedback

• Clarity (write it down – it’s the new brief)



Questions?



Role play

• In your teams divide into half

• Half will play as ‘Account handlers’ in

the agency

• The other half will play as ‘Creatives’

• The Creatives have produced some  

work that you need to ‘feedback on’(i.e.  

change!)

• As you would expect, the creatives do  

not want to change it!

Let the debate begin!



The creatives

• You were out last night until 4am, so you’ve only had 5 hours sleep. You are also quite

hung over.

• The Creative Director has been quite ‘off’ with you recently, and never seems to be that

happy with the work you show him. He did like this idea though…

• The account team you don’t really trust. The Account director is known to be a bit of aclient  

lover, always agreeing with the client and never really fighting the agency’s corner.

• The account manager really annoys you – she’s always anxiouscoming in talking about  

timings, and have we remembered to put the new demo in blah blah blah – then talking to  

her friends about the evening’s soiree!

• Your career depends in getting this ad made….

• Oh and you have another three briefs with crashing deadlines (all of which are a lot more

exciting than this stuff)



The account handlers

• These creatives are lazy. They never listen, always produce stuff at the last minute, and  

usually its wrong (or missing a key part of the brief). They never seem to get that this is a  

business and we service clients (not their over blown egos).

• You’ve just come back from the client who had a few concerns about the ad – specifically  

on tonality/brand personality. She was really annoyed since only the previous week, the  

team had spent a long time discussing what the brand personality/tonality was!

• You've been left this ad as the new ad but you have problems with it.

• You have a meeting with the client at 9am tomorrow and this ad must be fixed before you

can take it down to them…



Summary

1 Be Gardeners not The Police

2 Idea before Execution (Hand)

3 Talk together – often!



Wrap up






